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Kirami is Europe’s largest supplier of wood fired hot tubs with a 
growing annual volume of 4,500 tubs. We provide our customers 
with high-quality wood-heated tubs and a wide array of bathing 
supplies. 

From a couple of hot tubs to a bath department 
store. 

From the beginning, we have systematically developed our product 
selection and the quality of our services. The selection of our 
company, founded in 2001, has expanded from a few hot tub 
models to respond to the needs of different users in various ways. 
 
In 2017, we will present several new products. First we will 
introduce Family hot tub model which has interior step that makes 
it easier to use and can also be used as a children’s seat. Later in 
the spring, the Cozy range will be complemented with an L-sized 
tub, and our Premium range will be completely renewed during 
the latter half of the year. 

We offer top-quality and easy-to-use products that you can 
recommend to your friends. All of our tubs and pools are 
manufactured by hand from carefully selected materials, and 
they are assembled at our factory in Sastamala, Finland.

We wish you a good time while reading our new product catalogue!
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Kirami Original follows the origins of hot 

tubbing. The traditional and simple quality of 

our hot tubs is based on selected materials 

and finished work.

The Original product line has a suitable tub 

size for all bath loving groups. Woody tubs 

invite you to bathe in the arms of Thermowood 

and Easy plastic tubs will charm you with 

their ease of maintenance.

Kirami Original is purely Finnish.

Kirami Comfort offers enjoyable bathing 

moments with minimum effort. These LDPE 

hot tubs are easy to clean and maintain. A 

good choice for an active hot tubber.

Cozy tubs combine strong structure, 

ergonomic design and a wide range of outside 

panel options.  

The Family hot tub’s new design takes 

families, elderly people and disabled people 

into account in a more flexible manner.

Kirami Premium is one of the absolute best 

hot tubs. In the Premium range, the quality, 

effect and functionality of the products are 

all at their best. 

The Premium product range’s new arrival for 

2017 is the sparkling Classy, a luxury hot 

tub with a large and powerful Tube heater.

Premium is long-lived, pleasant to look at 

and durable in challenging climates.
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Colours and Materials
For Kirami hot tubs we offer multiple different colour and material options. Choose 

the options that you like the most.

Inside colours and materials:

Heaters
All Kirami hot tub heaters are made in our own aluminium welding factory. The material 

is high-class AlMg3 marine aluminium, which is an excellent heat conductor. Every 

heater is pressure-tested for leakages before it leaves our factory.

EcoPlank (EP)
Durable and maintenance free EcoPlank 
is made of recycled plastic.

Thermowood 
(TW)
Original and natural 
heat treated pine 
panels have beautiful 
warm brown shade. 

Red Cedar (RC)
Multi-hued, nearly 
branchless wood is very 
beautiful and becomes 
darker over time, into 
a more even grey.

Stained Spruce (ST)
Natural stained spruce panel. The beautiful 
brown tint will stay good-looking for a 
long time. We nevertheless recommend 
re-staining every couple of years.

Profiline (PL)
ProfiLine wood-plastic composite includes 
recycled wood fibre and polypropylene 
plastic. The material retains its colour 
very well and does not require any 
treatment, only washing when needed. 

Outside colours and materials:

Easy - Gray

EP - Black

EP - Gray

Cozy - GrayCozy-Blue

PL - Night Sky Black

PL - Chesnut Brown

Cozy - Beige

ST - Coal Black

ST - Dark Walnut

TW - Thermowood RC - Red Cedar

CULT MACU CUBE TUBE

POWER 22kW 29kW 35kW 42kW

HEATING TIME IN 
M SIZED TUBS* 2,5 - 3 h 2-2,5 h 1,5-2 h 1,5 h

HEATING TIME IN 
L SIZED TUBS* x x 3 h 2 h

FUEL wood, charcoal wood, charcoal wood, charcoal wood, charcoal

CHIMNEY CONNECTION  Ø120mm Ø150mm Ø150mm Ø150mm

WATER CAPACITY 58l 97l 75l 82l

OUTSIDE MEASUREMENTS 
W X H X D 350x620x740mm 570x590x600mm 570x590x600mm 640x700x695mm

FURNACE’S 
MEASUREMENTS W X H X D 280x190x550mm 280x190x550mm 340x330x560mm 350x360x550mm

STANDARD IN MODELS Easy, Family Cozy Cozy, Premium Premium

CONNECTION TO HOT TUB Ø 75mm Ø 75mm Ø 75mm Ø 75mm

WEIGHT 36kg 39kg 42kg 50kg

*The heating durations presented here are estimates based on practical tests. The actual duration 
depends on the circumstances, the firewood’s quality, size and humidity, the intensity of the 
maintained fire and the rate with which new firewood is added.

We have:

TUBE XL
pool heater 
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Original  Easy:

     All Easy models have a popular, 
air-filled soft EPDM rubber top rim. 

  HDPE-plastic interior is easy to keep clean. 

   EPS insulation under the benches 
and bottom keeps the cold outside 
and the seat comfortable.

Hot tubs: Original

Easy
External colours:

Internal colour:

M

VOLUME 1,450l

HEATER CULT

DIAMETER 170cm

DEPTH 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm

BENCH built in around

WEIGHT 160kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2” female + coupling 38 mm

CHIMNEY Ø 120mm, 1,5m + hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIEL 1m

COVERS Plastic cover / Insulated cover

   Easy hot tub with CULT heater, stained 
coalblack spruce and gray interior. 

Easy series hot tubs are fitted with a plastic internal tub and are 

really easy to take care of. Because of this, they are our most popular 

models. The tub uses an external Cult heater. There are up to four 

different choices for the exterior. The colour options for the internal 

tub is grey.  The bottom and benches have thick insulation built in.
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Hot tubs: Original

Woody Internal colour:

External colour:

Original  Woody:

M L XL
VOLUME 1,860l 2,600l 3,180l

HEATER SUB / CUBE / TUBE SUB / CUBE / TUBE SUB / TUBE

DIAMETER 170cm 200cm 220cm

DEPTH 95cm 95cm 95cm

HEIGHT 108cm 108cm 108cm

BENCH two planks around two planks around two planks around

WEIGHT 210kg 230kg 250kg

WATER OUTLET 50mm 50mm 50mm

CHIMNEY Ø 150mm, 2m + hat Ø 150mm, 2m + hat Ø 150mm, 2m + hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m 1m 1m

COVERS Plastic cover / 
Insulated cover Insulated cover Insulated cover

    Woody hot tubs are 
available with original 
sub water heater SUB. 

   All Woody hot tubs have 
a built-in wall-fixed bench 
that makes cleaning easier.

 Woody hot tubs are made 
of 40mm thick Finnish 
Thermowood. That is 
heat-treated pine.

 Woody M hot tub with CUBE-
heater. In picture, there is as optional 
extra drink holder and a step 

Original Woody hot tubs are made of Thermowood, which creates 

the original wooden feel and authentic atmosphere. These models 

offer a great choice with different heaters, from the traditional 

SUB underwater heater to the extremely powerful TUBE heater. 

The wide range of the collection makes it easy to find a suitable 

model to fit your patio.
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Hot tubs: Comfort

Family
Kirami’s innovation of spring 2017 is FAMILY hot tub which is developed 

paying special attention to needs of children and elderly people. 

Main focus of the new Family hot tub is an unique interior step, 

which makes climbing in easier. The step serves also as a seat for 

children and for those who want occasionally to cool off. 

Comfort Family:

M

VOLUME 1250l

HEATER CULT-Silver

DIAMETER 170cm

DEPTH 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm

BENCH built in around

WEIGHT 175 kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2” female + coupling 38mm

CHIMNEY Ø 120mm, 1.5m + hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m

COVERS plastic cover / insulated cover

    Family hot tubs have integrated drink 
holders on the both side of the step. 

    High and sturdy Family step is good 
optional extra for the hot tub. You can 
climb in and out of the tub easier and 
a handrail gives additional support.

  Family hot tub with silver 
CULT heater, black EcoPlank 
panel and gray interior. 

External colour:

Internal colour:

”Innovation of 2017, 
perfect Family hot 

tub” 

-safety and practicality 
for children and elderly 

people.
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   Exterior panels for the Cozy are 
available in Thermowood, Ecoplank and 
wood-plastic composite Profiline. 

Hot tubs: Comfort

Cozy M
External colours:

Internal colours:

Comfort series hot tubs offer comfort and modern style for the carefree 
user. Cozy offers great choices of colour and external panels. The Macu 
and Cube heaters have clear, timeless design. Internal material of the 
tub is velvety smooth, with darker colour particles in the material.

Comfort Cozy:

  Cozy hot tub with CUBE heater, black 
Profiline composite panel and gray interior. 

M L
VOLUME 1450l 2300l

HEATER  MACU / CUBE CUBE 

DIAMETER 170cm 200cm

DEPTH 91cm 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm 110cm

BENCH built in around built in around

WEIGHT 160kg 200kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2” female + coupling 38mm 2 1/2" female + coupling 38mm

CHIMNEY Ø 150mm, 2m + hat Ø 150mm, 2m + hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m 1m

COVERS Plastic cover / Insulated cover Insulated cover
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Hot tubs: Comfort

Cozy L
External colours:

Internal colours:

NEW product of the comfort ranges in 2017: the larger Cozy L that 

has enough space for even a large group of bathers. The tub has a 

velvety smooth dotted blue interior surface, and there are various 

colour and material options for the exterior surface. 

Comfort Cozy:

Innovation of 2017 

”This hot tub enables 
even bigger dreams”

  Cozy L Hot tub with CUBE heater, 
ChestnutBrown Profiline composite 
panel and blue interior. 

M L
VOLUME 1450l 2300l

HEATER  MACU / CUBE CUBE 

DIAMETER 170cm 200cm

DEPTH 91cm 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm 110cm

BENCH built in around built in around

WEIGHT 160kg 200kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2” female + coupling 38mm 2 1/2" female + coupling 38mm

CHIMNEY Ø 150mm, 2m + hat Ø 150mm, 2m + hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m 1m

COVERS Plastic cover / Insulated cover Insulated cover
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Part of Comfort-family Tilty hot tub brings life to the traditional 

sub water heater. The attachment system has been completely 
redesigned. Together with the tipping mechanism, which makes 
cleaning easy, they give a whole new life for the extremely efficient 
underwater heater. A central water outlet and integrated drink 
holders dot the i’s and cross the t’s.

External colours:

Internal colours:

M
VOLUME 1,420l

HEATER  SUB

DIAMETER 170cm

DEPTH 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm

BENCH built in around

WEIGHT 160kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2” female + coupling 38mm

CHIMNEY Ø 150mm,  2m +hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m

COVERS Plastic cover

Comfort Tilty:Hot tubs: Comfort

Tilty

Last chance 
to have your own 

Tilty!

Clearance sale during 
2017
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Hot tubs: Premium

Classy
External colours:

Internal colours:

Classy, a new Premium product by Kirami, revolutionises the idea of 

plastic hot tubs. These high-quality silver-dotted interior tubs are 

durable and impressive. The white and black interior looks stylish 

while the large TUBE and CUBE heaters enable optimal heating 

efficiency.

Premium Classy*:

  Premium Classy hot tubs have high-
quality and beautiful Red Cedar panels 
available. Classy hot tub can be ordered 
with wooden top rim as an optional extra. 

M L
VOLUME 1450l 2300l

HEATER CUBE / TUBE TUBE

DIAMETER 170cm 200cm

DEPTH 91cm 91cm

HEIGHT 110cm 110cm

BENCH built in around built in around

WEIGHT 160kg 200kg

WATER OUTLET 2 1/2" female + coupling 38mm 2 1/2” female + coupling 38mm

CHIMNEY Ø 150mm,  2m +hat Ø 150mm,  2m +hat

CHIMNEY HEAT SHIELD 1m 1m

COVERS Plastic cover / Insulated cover Insulated cover

Available from 
April 2017

*Technical information can be altered.
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The Kirami hot tubs are easy to maintain, and installing them is very simple. 
Thanks to the EPS base, you can place the tub on almost every flat surface. The 
base of the tub can be stabilised with stone chips.

All hot tub models are delivered assembled: you only need to connect the heater 
to the tub with two rubber hoses. Once the chimney is in place and water is in the 
tub, the tub is ready for use.

Kirami hot tubs make cleaning exceptionally easy. It is recommended that you 
wash the tub from the inside after bathing, using biodegradable detergents, such 
as Biowash. Spray the cleaning agent on the tub’s inside walls and rinse it off.

If you want to use the same water for a longer time, you need to use both 
chemicals and a filter. The water stays clean and hygienic for a long time only by 
using these measures together. 

Ask your local retailer for more information. The availability of chemicals and 
filters varies depending on your location. 

Dreams come true,
your own hot tub

Enjoy clean 
bath water

The external heaters, manufactured by Kirami, are high-quality and easy to use. 
Fill the furnace with dry firewood that has been chopped into small pieces, after 
which you can ignite by using  fire starter pieces. The hotter the fire-burning 
temperature is, the less visible smoke the wood will emit.

The heating is at its most efficient when you use a cover on the tub during the 
heating and maintain a large fire in the heater. 

Using the heater is fireproof as long as you ensure that there are no flammable 
materials in front of or under the fire box. The stove will not heat up above the 
water temperature as the stove is surrounded by a water jacket.

Heating a 
hot tub
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Hot tub equipment

Covers
Kirami’s selection of covers offers a solution for every need: it encompasses 

everything from very sturdy ABS covers to insulation covers for cold environments. 

Hot tub equipment

Steps
All our step models are designed and manufactured by us. The strong structure 

guarantees safe passage to the hot tub and quality material will last for a long 

time, even in harsh weather conditions.

ABS plastic round cover
Suitable for tubs with a diameter of 
170cm with an outside heater.

Insulated covers
The insulation covers can be folded, and they have 
a faux leather lining and aluminium reinforcements.

Delux step Curved stepStepin step

Aluminium frame step

Family stepBasic step
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Hot tub equipment

Drink holders and other accessories

Sootwash, 0,5 l spray
For removing soot and stubborn 
dirt from outdoor hot tub stoves, 
fireplaces and fireboxes

Biowash, 0,5 l spray
Pre-diluted, biodegradable washing 
agent for cleaning and degreasing 
outdoor hot tubs and saunas.

Biowash, 5 l concentrate
Biodegradable washing agent 
for cleaning and degreasing 
outdoor hot tubs and saunas.

A selection of model-specific and floating drink holders offer a solution for any tub. We 

also have a wide selection of other accessories from thermometers to bathing hats.

It’s important to keep hot tub clean also when it’s not used. With Kirami’s 

washing agents it’s quickly and easily done.

Chimneys

Fixed drink holders Drinkit sparkling wine 
glasses and pints

Floating drink holders

NeckrestsThermometers 

Hot tub equipment

Washing Agents
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BIGPATIO
BOLDHOME
PARTYQUE!

When guys get together. When form meets plain steel.  When the passionate 
barbecuer gets together with the live flames.  When the splashes of the 
soul meet the warmth of the tub. “Look, your evening is ready.”

More information:  outstanding360.fi

Freedom 
Freedom is a modern outdoor fireplace, 
which offers the flicker of flames and 
pleasant warmth for anything from garden 
parties to hot tub parties. The crowning glory 
of the garden is easy to assemble and move 
around the decking or patio for the pleasure 
of people enjoying the hot tub. 

The body of the fireplace Freedom is made of 
weathering corten steel, which gains a rustic 
rust surface over time. The grid is made of 
stainless steel.

Triholdy
Triholdy is a new, highly adaptable, outdoor 
decor sensation.  The triangular elements can 
be combined to build an individual storage 
unit, partitions and firewood holders for the 
patio. Build a privacy screen or windbreak for 
the hot tub to match the style of your garden. 

The Triholdy can be transformed into a green 
wall using different arrangements of potted 
plants. Or the triangles can be laid flat and 
used as a planter.  

Roasty Boss
Roasty Boss is a heavy-duty BBQ grill, guaranteed 
to fill the needs of even the most demanding of 
cooks. A wide range of accessories from cooking 
and frying plates to grates. Roasty Boss is the 
summer cook’s right hand, cooking steaks simul-
taneously for even a larger company while a pot 
of potatoes boils on the side. The frame is made 
of weathering Corten steel, and the rest is stain-
less steel.
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How to get a Kirami Hot Tub?

Kirami has more than 20 resellers all over Europe. You can find

your nearest reseller on our website: www.kirami.fi.

The resellers will give you an offer for the products you choose. 

Time and way of delivery depend on the product you wish to 

have. The delivery of the tub can be arranged for the requested 

address.

User manuals

Each hot tub and heater includes a user manual. You can also 

download the latest user manuals from our website.

Please contact your reseller for further information.

www.kirami.fi

Kaikki oikeudet muutoksiin pidätetään.

Good to know

Ordering Kirami products

You can always recognise Kirami’s products from their careful finishing touches. Kirami 

manufactures the hot tubs from high-quality and durable materials, offering various 

options to meet the customers’ different tastes. The quality also includes the easy 

maintenance and the practicality of the hot tubs.

Starting the use of a product is simple and easy. Service is taken care of so that the customer 

can have memorable, high-quality experiences in the Kirami tubs, regardless of season.

Customer satisfaction is our greatest resource!

You have earned your luxury!
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Kirami Oy 
Villiläntie 2, 32730 Sastamala

info@kirami.fi
www.kirami.fi

Like us on Facebook! Tips on using the product, competitions, 
experiences, images, etc. 
www.facebook.com/kiramioy

Kirami Oy youtube channel

Follow us on Instagram! 
https://www.instagram.com/kiramioy/


